MAZE EXPERIMENTS
On coming out of L we ask:
V or Z ?   Coin says V.   We reach P and ask:
P op N ?  Coin says N.
P or V ?  Com says V,
and so on, the path finally being found to be (including the
above moves) as follows :
PNVLVNVLVPVLVNPNVZFZV
PNVLVPVZFZLZKEQBOBQB
OTATOTCYSJSTJSJH
This path, if traced out on the diagram, looks quite like
a real maze-run ; but really a rat would not keep on taking
blind alleys repeatedly, for dissatisfaction at coming to a
dead wall would make them less likely to be re-entered,
However, assume that, on this first occasion, chance alone
has led the rat, as chance alone led our choice of a path with
the aid of a tossed penny
Now suppose the rat is started on a second run of the maze,
and let us see what would happen if only the law of use
acted. Moreover, suppose that it acts infallibly. On entry
at P, will the rat take N or V ? If we examine the record
we find that on its previous entries it took N three times
and V only twice. It will, therefore,1 take Iff, and the law of
use alone will never enable it to get nd of entering N. In
the same way we can find the whole route which the rat
would take on this its second trial. It would be P N V L V
PNVLVPNVLVP and so on ad ^nfinitum* By the
law of use it would never reach the food box. Indeed, we
only allowed it to reach the food box at all in the first run
1	V ib a more recent reaction than N, and if recency as well as frequency
were regaided, this following paragraph would have to be rewritten in
its details     [f we take recency entirely to override frequency we get the
folM *ing     PVZKEQBOTCYSJH    The blind alleys Q, O, J, in
this run would never bo eliminated by recency or frequency if they alone
aetod     And recpncy if applied during the first run would effectually
pre^ ont any rat which once took a return path from ever getting to the
centre, which is not true to the facts.
2	In other cases it might reach the* centre     but some blind
would always remain and would never be eliminated.
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